In this talk methods for a rigorous control of the renormalization group (RG) flow of field theories are discussed. The RG equations involve the flow of an infinite number of local partition functions. By the method of exact beta-function the RG equations are reduced to flow equations of a finite number of coupling constants. Generating functions of Greens functions are expressed by polymer activities. Polymer activities are useful for solving the large volume and large field problem in field theory. The RG flow of the polymer activities is studied by the introduction of polymer algebras. The definition of products and recursive functions replaces cluster expansion techniques. Norms of these products and recursive functions are basic tools and simplify a RG analysis for field theories.
Introduction
There are several goals in constructive field theory. The first one is a rigorous definition of Euclidean functional-integrals. There exists many examples for a construction of special functional-integrals (see e. g. [GJ73, MS77, MP85, G J87, FMRS87, GK83, GK85, B88a, B88b, BY90, DH91, R91, DH92, DH93] ). But a general definition of the Euclidean functional-integral is still lacking. The second goal in constructive field theory is to compute functional-integrals by approximation methods. The functional-integrals can be represented by convergent series expansions in terms of finite-dimensional integrals (cp. IMP89]). This is in analogy to conventional perturbation theory where functional-integrals are expressed in terms of (finite-dimensional) Feynman-integrals. The definition and construction of functional-integrals lead to a proof of the existence of ultraviolet-resp. infrared fixed points. The problem is the infinite (not denumerable) number of degrees of freedom which is connected to ultraviolet and infrared problems. The large field problem is connected to the divergence of standard power series expansions. A third aim is to represent the construction in such a way that all intermediary steps can be done in a finite number of well-defined computations.
There exists several tools to perform such a program. A field theory which is represented by a functional-integral can be studied by means of Wilson's renorrealization group (RG) [W71, WK74, W83]. Thereby, the original functionalintegral is represented by a RG flow of effective functional-integrals. These effective functional-integrals are simpler to define than the original functionalintegral. The RG flow of the effective functional-integrals has to be controlled. The effective functional-integrals can be further analyzed by methods used in statistical mechanics, especially by the introduction of polymer systems (cp.
[GrK71, MP85]). A suitable defined polymer system can control large field contributions and solves the large volume problem. Thereby, the effective systems represented by effective functional-integrals will be decomposed into finite subsystems. The effective systems depend on an infinite number of degrees of freedom. Their control is reduced to the problem of analyzing the RG flow of finite subsystems. In a RG analysis, using conventional perturbation theory, one distinguishes between relevant and irrelevant parts. Likewise, there are relevant and irrelevant parts of the effective finite subsystems. The relevant part depends only on a finite number of parameters. The flow of the irrelevant part can be controlled by an application of fixed point theorems. Thereby, the control of the RG flow of effective systems is reduced to a RG flow defined in a finite-dimensional parameter space. This method is called the method of exact beta-functions. For a control of effective systems one introduces norms for polymer activities. A suitable definition of norms and polymer systems is the technical core in the construction of field theoretic models.
It is the aim of this talk to review old and provide new tools and definitions for such a program. A test for simplicity of these methods is the implementability on a computer. This paper is organized as follows. We start in Sect. 2 with the introduction to general renormalization group transformations (RGT). Then, we consider the special example of the Kadanoff-Wilson (linear) block spin transformation. This RGT were firstly applied to field theory by Gaw~dzki and Kupiainen (cp. [GKS0, GK83, GK85] ). Next, we consider the definition of the nonlinear block spin RGT at the example of the nonlinear O(N) a-model. Section 3 introduces a general polymer systems and presents the definition of polymer activities by introducing an exponential function EXP. The exponential function EXP is defined by a product o. This o-product was also used by Brydges and Yau, Dimock and Hurd [BY90, DH91] and has its origin in a product defined for problems in statistical mechanics by Ruelle [Ru69]. Ruelle's product differs from the o-product used in constructive field theory by an important point 1. It does not allow an overlap of indices, whereas the o-product does not allow an overlap of lattice points. This property of nonoverlapping of lattice points is essential for a control of large fields. The RG flow of the effective systems is represented by the RG flow of polymer activities. The effective subsystems are defined on lattices.
One RG step can be decomposed into four steps. The first step is called in-
